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319 Theatre Spaces and Audiences. Begin personal research into theatre spaces since 1500 in England and evaluating their strengths and weaknesses. Build a timeline of theatre and 
tour Shakespeare's Globe Theatre virtually. Meeting Thursday 11am British Time. 

During your subject slot, you will be working on the next topic task in the General Music Theory club. I will be available to chat throughout the session to answer any other 
questions you had on Textures and also to talk you through the next topic. I will schedule a tutorial call with you if one is required. 

Y11 students to complete introduction task set last week. A Level Art and  Photography Q & A. Course criteria and expectations. 

Subjects

Hydrographs. Work on interpreting hydrographs and continue work on the water cycle - soil moisture budgets, positive and negative effects. Meeting on Wednesday at 10.30am to 
discuss last week (how they got on) and this week.
Pupils give feedback on their research findings during the team meeting. Do they all agree with what they found out?  Were there any anomalies? How up to date was the data they 
found? Is the UK different to the US or Asia?  Discuss demographics of the different social media sites - what are the similarities and differences?  Further research will be to look at 
one social media site (Facebook) and find out what features that site has that would appeal to a business user e.g. being able to analyse the statistics of who uses the site etc. Write 
up findings in a word document.  Deadline Friday. Meeting Monday 10.30

Our tutorial is on Monday, 1pm. We will continue to work on the novel “Als Hitler das Rosa Kaninchen stahl”, so please have your copies ready. Read chapter 2 and answer 
questions about it in the word document. Also revise the new verbs on Quizlet. Hand your work in by Sunday, 4pm. 

Watch the documentaries mentioned in the business team. When you have watched them based on the knowledge you already have identify the key areas of a business these 
documentaries are dealing with. We will discuss these and set some new tasks when we speak on Tuesday afternoon at 13:30 UK time.  

A proper introduction into the Everlearner. OC - we will go through how to use this TN - you can definately drop into the meeting to ask questions on content but I presume you will 
want to look at the new content. Good luck both!

This week you'll continue to see how good you are at being a mass spectrometer.  I will post a summary of our Thursday meeting in assignments along with a couple of little tasks.  
Keep 'flicking'!

We'll look at another method of measuing the speed of light as well as revising the concept of waves. See if you can make a ripple tank and use it to derive the Wave Equation. There's 
an experiment for next week we can all do if you have a microwave oven and a large bar of chocolate. See if you can get one for next week.

Week Commencing 27/04/2020

Any problems with English contact Mrs Jeeves for assistance

We had a great lesson last week - thanks very much; it was lovely to see you again! This week I'd like to go over a couple of the activities from your 'Bingo' card and make a start with 
them. I'd also like you to find a poem that, for whatever reason, resonates with you (can be long/short, old/new - there is no criteria here) and explain why - I will do the same.

You have 2 problems to look at before Friday's meeting. I have set 2 tasks on mymaths and I would like you to complete a personal revision list before Friday.


